Relationship of impaired processing speed and flexibility of abstract thought to improvements in work performance over time in schizophrenia.
Vocational impairments in schizophrenia have been widely linked to deficits in neurocognition. This study examined the possibility that deficits in visuomotor processing speed and flexibility in abstract thought may in combination be an especially potent risk factor for poorer levels of work performance in rehabilitation. Fifty-seven participants with confirmed diagnoses of schizophrenia spectrum disorders were administered the Digit Symbol Subtest and the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test and then offered work placements in a vocational rehabilitation program. Work performance was assessed biweekly over two months using the Work Behavior Inventory. Multivariate and univariate repeated ANOVA revealed that participants classified as having no impairments in either visuomotor processing speed and flexibility in abstract thought (n=14) had superior work performance compared to participants with deficits in either one area (n=20) or both areas (n=23). Additionally, participants with no impairments were the only group to show significant improvement in work performance over 7 weeks of rehabilitation. Participants with only one deficit had significantly better work performance than participants with both deficits but showed no statistically significant improvement in work performance. Results suggest assessments of these domains of neurocognition may provide important information about individual needs for adjunct services.